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better understand the performance of the model, we use instances gen-
erated based on the real data of a dry bulk terminal. The average time
reduôtion and modified optimaliry gap show the efficiency of proposed
model.
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1 - Analysis ol the mode of operation of traffic lights at
an isolated intersection with destined for operation
extended systematization vehicles
Anastasiya Shevtsova

Congestion of the load network due to the high growth of car own-
ership, typical for the period from 2004 to 2014 increases the cost of
doing business and lead to reduction of environ-mental sustainability
in the result of air pollution, and poor methods of traffic management.
The growth of motorizâtion abuseable step change in the composition
of the transport stream, which has a significant effect on all parameters
of the road. In most cities of the Russian Federation on roads dom-
inated by cars, which make up 80-907o of the total population of the
park. The high dernand for this type of rolling stock contrib-utes to
the appearance on the rnarket of vehicles of different dimensions, such
as mini cars, jeep and ir,termediate models with different structurâl
features and overâll length, and with that they all belong to the salne
type ofcâls. When driving in heavy trafTic the difference is the overall
length will affect the dynarnic envelope and, therefore, the bandwidth

, section of the road net-work that has not previously been considered
and detailed research in this area has not been con-ducted. The stLrdy
was established theoretical and practical tools to enhance the function-
ing ofisolated intersections rcgulâted with traffic lights due ro the ex-
tencled classification of passenger cars on tlle basis of the developed
in thç thesis of scientific methods, prinèiples, and mathemati-cal algo-
rithnu to collect data on isolated intersections and calculation modes

,,1 ofuatficlights.

(i ,l ,"r'sning an interstate transport corridors assess-\-/ ment platform for sub saharan transport corridors
lean François Wounba, Alassane Balle Ndiaye, Nkerrg
George Elantbo

The globalization of trade has contracted the distances between states
using dift'ererlt transpoû approaches amongst which land transpo|t cor-
ridols. The larter can be defined as land roads linking different eco-
norfiiu agents and whose objective is to consolidate llilw. implove in-
frasructure and services. Tlansport couidor has been experienced in
differènt palts of the world. Nowaclays, different tools have been de-
sigùfed to diagnose trlnsport corridors' performances in terms of time,
op-stti.flexibility, reliability, and security of the flows passing through
thei côrridor.None of the above tools is designed to assess û'ânsport
corridors according to their maturity stage of integrating and connect-
ing. different States. The contribution of this research is to design a
multi-Criteria clecision aids platform nâmed Transport Corridor. Ma-
tud:ty:Integrated Index (TCÀ,iII), based on matudti level approaches.
TCMII has many advantagesi the most important one is to guide the
coridor stakeholders' it.Ivestment decisions by helping them to take
into account the transport corridor cunent stage of development. This
aiins to minimise the risks associated with the lack of structur.ed in-
terventions, and to prioritise investments on the transport comidor in
developig countries. Case studies have been conducted on the main in-
terstàte land corlidors in Central Africa. That is the intermodâl cor-ridor
(rail and road) Douala-Ndjamena, r'oads corridors Douala-Ndjamena
and Douala-Bangui.

3 - TEMPUS: an open-source multimodal trip planner
RomainBillot

We present a new open source multimodal trip planner dedicated to
reseauchers (algorithms cornparison) and adaptable to any new city.
The operational goal of the TEMPUS project (tempus.ifsttar.fr) is to
increase the quality of the information given to network users through
the development and inrplernentation of a compreher:sive niultimodal
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trip planner. TEMPUS features multimodal shortest path algorithms
in order to compute the best solution from a point A to a point B. Dy-
namic travel time estimâtions are embedded as well as speciûc meth-
ods for multi-modal route algorithms, TEMPUS can pedorm one-way
trip optimisation, modeling of turning movements on the road network,
modeling intermodal transfsrs and sortiug solutions according to other
criteria (cost, mode transfers). Tempus is an open source C++ frame-
work aimsd at offering seilicas to easily develop, test and compare
multi-objective and multi-modal itinerary planning algorithms. It is

built on a plugin-oriented architecture'that enables users to develop
their own algorithm of graph traversal. Part of the Telnpus' API is
exposed in a language-agnostic way through a WPS server. A graph!
cal interface that allows to easily build itinerary requesLs and conf,gure
Tempus plugins has been developed as a Python plugin for Quantum
GIS.
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1 - Multiple stopping problem lor American type option
on geometric random walk
Jun Oisài, Katsunori Ano

We study an optimal multiple stopping problem with American
type reward function on geometric random walk, that is, Cox-Ross-
Rubinstein market framework. Our approach is a direct study of the
optinal value function for the optimal multiple stopping problem. It
may be an interesting aspect that this approach does not need the gen-
eral theory of optimal stopping for Markov processes. We prove that
( 1 ) there exists the multiple stopping boundaries which charâcterize the
optimal ûrst, second, rhird, .... stopping times that is the coÛespond-
ing first hitting times to each boundaries, (2) these each boundaries are

non-decreasing, etc.

2 - Optimal decisions ot debt renegotiation, asset sale,
and liquidation
Michi Nishihat'a, Takashi Shibata

This paper considers a situâtion in which shareholders of a firm in dis-
tress have a choice of whether to proceed to liquidation or debt renego-
tiation at an arbitrary time. We show that a Iower volatility and a higher
initial coupon increase the shareholders' incentive to choose debt rene-
gotiation to avoid liquidation. When debt renegotiation is optimally
chosen, the shzueholders decrease the coupon of debt and use equity
financing to retire â part of the debt value at the odginâl liquidation
time. The shareholders do not prefer partial asset sale in debt [enegoti-
ation unless the sale price is higher than the conesponding value of the
liquidation case. We also reveal the effects of a high equity financing
cost of the firm in distress. A higher equity ûnancing cost. leduces the
value of debt renegotiation by suppressing the coupon reduction, and
then, it increases the shareholders' incentive to liquidate the firm.

3 - Multi-Period lnvestment Policy lor Corporate Pension
Fund with Sponsoring Company
Mtrneki Kawaguchi, Norio Hibrkr

We propose an optirnization rnodel to obtain multi-period corporate
pension investment strategy in consideration of the chalacteristics of
sponsoring company and pension fund, economic condition. We an-
alyze the inrpact of the optimal investment strategy for the pension
fund. We extend a multi-period stochâstic programming model to ob-
tain optimal investment sirategy from sample paths of Ùusiness return
and asset returns. We describe the characteristics of these returns us-
ing a regime switching model. The distributions of the sample paths of
these returns depend on economic condition in our model. The infor'-
mation which the investors get about economic condition is expressed
as the state probability on the regime switching modè1. The ôptinàl
asset allocation given by our model depends on the state probability.

- There are two types of views on pension managemgnt, short-term view- and long-term view. The assumption for economic condition differs
between two types of views, The parameters of our model are esti-
mated with financial malket data and accounting infonnation on tl.re


